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Exterior of renovated Chapin building boasts vinyl siding and new roofing.

GSO Senate Disrupted Again
By Elizabeth Chute
GSO Secretary
Here on the GSO front, we have of late run the gamut
from the ridiculous to the sublime in senate meetings. At
the March meeting, there was light "ground fire." At this
meeting there was a "frontal assault," but there were no
casualties other than pride and dignity for the individuals
involved.
One could have expected trouble from just looking
around the room before the meeting started-- there were
almost as many copies of Robert's Rules of Orderon the
conference table as there were cups of coffee. This is a
rare occurrence for graduate students who literally survive on caffeine, but hardly care about rules of order-philosophical points, yes, rules, no. Suspense didn't have
much time to build, as it took two motions and three votes
to conditionally pass the minutes of the March meeting.
As one could have imagined, the question was a procedural one: should the minutes taken during the "committee of the whole" be entered into the record. It was finally
decided that this section of the meeting would be transcribed in toto, and added as an addendum.
The second order of business was a motion dealing with
whether or not GSO Senate meetings should be taped,
which was quickly topped by a motion to adjourn for a
period of one week, which was moved by the same
senators who moved the original motion, Nancy Perini
and Gerry Manginelli of Continuing Education. When
the move to adjourn failed by a vote of 3 for, 16 against,
with 4 abstentions, the discussion moved back to the
business of taping.
[As background, for the past few months, GSO Senate
meetings have been taped for the benefit of George Bid-

ermann, the editor of the News andBlues, so that he could
write articles pertaining to the meetings for the newspaper. This has been announced at meetings, but there was
a question raised that perhaps senators were not as aware
as they should have been; however, it was clearly announced by Speaker Sanjay Gupta that "This meeting is
being taped by the editor of the News and Blues" at the
beginning of the March meeting. This question has been
further complicated by allegations that a transcript made
from a tape of the March meeting was being used as
evidence of possible slander against an individual mentioned at the meeting.]
General discussion went against the motion barring the
taping, with the prevalent sentiment being that senators
were adults and aware of the fact that they were responsible for what they say in public. Bidermann opined that
in the absence of any documentation proving he had no
right to tape a public meeting, his understanding was that
as a member of the press and as a citizen of the United
States, his rights to tape record the meeting were protected by the Constitution.
A couple of senators, including Perini, were vehemently opposed to the taping of meetings. Perini interrupted Senator Mike Hadjimichael (Computer Science),
ironically as he was saying that as adults senators should
not be embarrassed about what they said and did in senate
meetings, to announce that she was leaving the meeting.
When Speaker Sanjay Gupta told Perini she was out of
order, she screamed obscenities at him and shouted, "I'm
sick and tired of your interruptions!" She then launched
into a series of accusations regarding the minutes from the
March meeting and the April issue of the News and Blues
(Continuedon Page 4)
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Way to "Livable"
By George Bidermann
Eleven years after it opened and almost two years after
the beginning of a capital rehabilitation program, the
Harry Chapin Apartment Complex is still considered an
undesirable place to live for some students, and cheap,
convenient housing for others.
Isolated on the east side of campus and plagued by
major design and construction flaws, the complex has
garnered an unsavory reputation the world over, as many
interational students can attest. But with eight of Chapin's
twelve buildings renovated and the final phase of the
capital rehab program beginning this month, Chapin is
looking better and, according to students living and
working there, things have improved since frustrated
students held mass rent strikes in 1988 and 1989 to protest
living conditions and rent increases at the complex.
Yeuh-ting Lee, a Psychology graduate student who is
defending his dissertation as this issue is being printed
(good luck!), has lived in Chapin for five years. A leader
of both rent strikes who was instrumental in getting
resident support for the actions, Lee said that while
conditions have improved since the rehabilitation programbegan, certain endemic problems continue to plague
residents. "There is still plenty of space for improvement, " said Lee, who is also a building coordinator for A
Building. "Standard maintenance, such as repair work, is
still pretty bad."
Lee said that because all maintenance calls are placed
through a central office on main campus, it seems to take
longer for repairs to be made at Chapin. He believes that
since Chapin, like all dormitory complexes on campus, is
supposed to be self-sufficient (income covering all expenditures for the complex), it should also be self-sufficient
in regard to workers. "In our budget, it says we support
the salaries of 12 full-time workers," he said, "but we
never see them here. Often, people give up trying to get
something repaired after making several calls and waiting
weeks for them to come."
Mike Rakarick, an undergraduate resident who is
currently serving as president of the Chapin Apartments
Residents Association (CARA), agreed that maintenance
is a problem. Rakarick is a building coordinator who lives
(Continued on Page 3)
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One Last Time, We Ask for Your Assistan(
This is the last News and Blues editorial that will be
scribed by the current GSO executive committee. We
had originally decided to write about the budget, or
the lack thereof, but frankly we have grown weary of
the "good fight." Students have fought a hard battle
and now it is time for us to pack up and move on to
our individual battles with the academic process.
As soon-to-be "lame duck" officers, it is also time
to sit back and reflect on why we would jeopardize
our academic careers, adding to our already overloaded schedules, by representing graduate students. In a word, idealism; in two, social change-that's why we're here. Idealistically we, as a group,
still cling to the concept of drops of rain beating
against the sandstone-- a few can make a difference
for the whole. In the past few years, successive
executive committees have consolidated more than
a mere legal legitimacy in the GSO. We have been
granted representation on all of the University
Senate committees, which run the gamut from
undergraduate core curriculum and library policies to
the search committees for new deans. We have also
been regular members of President Marburger's various
task forces. But after finally receiving the chance to
have input, and having earned a certain degree of
respect from the administration, we have trouble
getting graduate students to take the seats on these
(curriculum vitae filling) committees.
Over the past year we have heard a number of
graduate students complain about what the GSO has
been doing with their student activity money. Well,
now it is their chance to make a difference. The
proposed GSO budget for next year was handed out
at the last meeting, will be discussed at the May 8
meeting, and will be voted on at the May 22 meeting.
(Copies of the proposed budget can be obtained at
the GSO office, Room 206, Central Hall). At every
meeting there is both a Treasurer's report and a
Budget Committee report. But despite the complaints, few people ever come to meetings with the
budget as their agenda.
Some of what we do goes relatively unnoticed
because it's accomplished with a phone call or two
easily placed in response to the crisis of the day, or
the week. We have been able to intercede in serious

matters, such as in recent cases involving graduate
students who were harassed by Public Safety, through
simple communication and quick responses. Our
close work with the University Senate's executive
committee has helped to smooth the way and has
produced concrete responses to sensitive matters.
Our seats on the Graduate Council ensure that our
issues are heard at the source of Graduate School
policy. On serious issues such as the recently threatened pay deferral, which would have taken oneday's pay out each of the first five paychecks this
spring, we were able to consolidate a power base
with other SUNY graduate students. Through our affiliation with the united Graduate Students Organizations of SUNY (UGSO), we got the SUNY Trustees to
pass a resolution exempting all SUNY funded graduate students from the pay lag. And on the local level,
we had already presented more than 600 letters from
graduate students demanding that graduate-student
employees be exempted from the pay deferral. So
when the administration was considering instituting
a two-week lag of graduate-student employee checks,
it was quickly quashed.
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Victories, great and small, make it all seem worthwhile. And yet that sense of celebration is often
tempered by the fact that so few people are involved
in making it happen. The GSO, like virtually all
organizations, is open to criticism that is cliquish, and
that so few people represent a body of so many
students. But the truth is that there is plenty of room
for more people to get involved. We need more
graduate students to sit on committees, represent
their departments in the Senate, and work on the
issues that the GSO targets. We hate being out there
all alone.
Actually, the GSO has broadened its base in recent
years by including new departments and programs,
and representation in the Senate is higher than in
recent memory. Efforts have been made to get our
message out, including the creation of this paper, but
if it is not getting out there, people have an obligation
to suggest better ways of delivering it and, yes, to
change the message. Positions can evolve but only
with participation in their formulation. We hope
those of you have read this far reflect on that as you
move toward the summer and the coming year.
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Welcome to Occupation, 1991
By George Bidermann
arrests as police shut down the protests during the past
All hail the birth of the sterilized office occupation.
week. We do stand in solidarity with them, even though our
I know it has arrived since I saw it happen before my very tactics were so radically different. As members of the
eyes just two weeks ago. As part of the occupying force in university community, we all suffer from cuts to education.
President Marburger's office, I had taken precautions to It is important that we register our opposition through lettermake sure that our message would get out right, that we writing campaigns, "phone zaps" to legislators and, in the
would be seen as protesters taking this action because of our end, by any means necessary to achieve our goals.
concern for all members of SUNY and CUNY, not just as
Students at Stony Brook had been working to educate
students who would have to pay what a WCBS Newsradio and mobilize the university community for several weeks
reporter told me was "a relatively small tuition increase of before our action took place. Indeed, while we were inside,
about $500." But by the time we left, I knew that I had been we were cheered by the continued good news of how many
mistakenf Iwas expecting the media (those sycophantic letters to legislators were being collected by students
scumbags) to get it right. But where had we gone wrong? outside. But a small group of people decided that direct
In all my years of participating in protest actions, both on- action, on the scale of a building occupation, was needed to
campus and off-campus, I would be hard-pressed to name dramatize our concern for the future of Stony Brook and
a demonstration planned with the degree of sincerity that higher education.
was evident here. That is a big statement, considering the
We decided to take this action because we knew everyaverage age of the occupying force was about 19 and three one, from the lowest-paid, non-unionized worker on camof our number were first-year undergraduates. And so, pus to its chief administrators, would be personally affected
having planned this action for days, scouted locations, and by proposed budget cuts that reduce Stony Brook's operatpulled it offwithout a hitch, we are upset that in the end some ing budget by almost $10 million. We sought and received
members of the media concentrated more on silly notes we the tacit support of unions on campus. We knew that, if our
left for the employees than on the extremely serious reasons demonstration was conducted safely and with clear intenfor our occupation.
tions announced, we could probably count on the university
I feel a need to explain our motives, once again, and administration's cooperation. And we did not want to
clarify our connection to CUNY students who have taken alienate students by taking over academic buildings or
even more drastic actions, actions that have caused dissen- shutting down all functions of the Administration building,
sion among their colleagues and resulted in numerous
(Continued on Page 3)
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All is Still Not Rosy in Chapin, But They Are TryingContinuedfrom Page 1)
in J building, which was completely renovated last year. About six weeks ago, he
says he reported that radiators were leaking water in several apartments in his
building; at presstime, he claimed he had
not yet gotten a response telling him when
the repairs might be made.
"This is preventive maintenance and it's
not even being done," he said. "We have
brand new carpeting, paint, and walls that
are being damaged by these leaks."
As CARA president this year, Rakarick
was part of the rate review committee that
each year reviews university proposals for
rent increases and makes recommendations to accept the proposals or revise
them. University proposals to raise the
rent at Chapin by about 10 % were part of
the reason residents withheld their rent in
1988 and 1989. Rakarick said the university's initial proposal called for about an
18% increase for next year, but after
review it was finally set at about five
percent [these figures could not be confirmed at presstime].
For the most part, Chapin is made up of
three-bedroom apartments which house
six single students, two to a room, though
a number of studios and one- and twobedroom apartments are available for
married couples and families with children. Occupancy has been falling, however, over the past two years, and the
vacancy rate is around 10% throughout

the year, Rakarick said. The typical rent
for a resident sharing a bedroom in a threebedroom apartment is about $185 per
month.
Lee said it is this "low" price that brings
many graduate students to Chapin. "They
can't afford anything else," he said, "and
many foreign students want to live on
campus."
Rakarick agreed that location is an
important factor in deciding to live in
Chapin, but added that the existence of
people from so many cultures at Chapin is
another bonus. "In my own apartment,"
he said, "there are people from Algeria,
China, and Korea living there. Graduate
students are the cream of the crop, they are
highly intellectual, and I am getting a great
exposure to culture here."
Ivan Ernest, director of the Chapin
complex, was on vacation this week and
unavailable for comment. But a few weeks
ago he spoke to a reporter about the
renovation process. "There are four buildings left to be renovated," he said, "and
the next two, G and H buildings, will be
shut down at the end of May to begin the
process of gutting and refurbishing them."
Ernest said that the renovation process
takes about four months for each two
buildings, and that they are done in pairs
mainly because each set of two buildings
in the complex shares a common mechanical room. "The bulk of the heavy work is
done in the mechanical rooms," he said.

+Preservingthe Environment
+ProtectingConsumers
+RegisteringStudents to Vote
*Fightingfor HigherEducation

VOTE YES
E

NYPIRG
AND KEEP NYPIRG ATSTONY BROOK
Since 1983, Stony Brook graduatestudents have
shown overwhelming supportfor NYPIRG and
currentlyfund NYPIRG at $2.50 per student per
semester as part of the student activityfee. In order
to keep NYPIRG active on environmental, consumer
and socialjustice issues at SUNY Stony Brook
GraduateSchool, vote YES for NYPIRG.
.
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Yeuh-ting Lee reads The GSO News and Blues at home in his apartment.
The heat and hot-water systems are housed not know much about their rig hts to prothere, and as most Chapin residents will test. And those of us who ar e building
tell you, shortages of heat and hot water coordinators are stuck in the middle. The
have been chronic and extremely frustrat- residents are pleased with most of the
ing. Reinforced flooring is being installed building coordinators; they s(ee that we
on the second floors of Chapin buildings care about them. But if we log complaints
to make them more structurally sound, and repair requests, and nothingSgets done,
and all apartments are being repainted, we feel bad." Lee made it clear ,however,
with new appliances and carpeting being that the Chapin staff is workingSextremely
hard. He said that a move to bring maininstalled throughout.
But Lee believes it is more than fair rent tenance workers under the dir ect control
and decent living conditions that resident and supervision of the Chapi:n office is
students should be demanding. "Most of needed to streamline the proceess and enthese people are international students," sure that repairs are perform ed quickly
he said. "They are quiet and timid and do and properly.

Sterilized Occupation-

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Vo

(Continuedfrom Page 2)
where registration and room-selection were
taking place.
We decided on a 48-hour takeover partly
to ensure cooperation and, truth be known,
because even among our small number of
committed students, it was clear we had too
many other obligations to hole up indefinitely. We focused on a suite of offices (and
there were several secondary targets) because we knew we could not secure an entire
building with our number. And we made it
clear that we would focus on the overall
picture because student concerns are but
one of many in the chorus of voices crying
"Foul!"
While inside, we spoke with aides to state
governmental leaders and expressed our
concerns. Even with tuition hikes, the
SUNY system will be severely affected by
layoffs and retrenchment. We also called
our sisters and brothers in occupied CUNY
buildings to let them know that Stony Brook
had, at least symbolically, fallen in line, and
to express our support at a time when
support for them was dwindling. We conducted numerous media interviews and
stressed that these were not just student
concerns. We were fully prepared for any
punitive actions we might face.

And so it all came off, we walked out
Friday morning free and clear, and the new,
"sterilized" occupation had been born. City
police, on the orders of CUNY, had already
begun retaking CUNY campuses, and the
inevitable comparisons were being voiced.
But we want it made clear: we fully supported the actions of CUNY demonstrators.
Coming from the inner city, with nowhere
near the financial means of most Stony
Brook students, many of these students
cannot afford $800 in additional tuition and
numerous new fees that are being implemented. Many of them will face economic
suspension or expulsion from the university
next year.
The President's office (or other central
administrative offices of similar bureaucracies) needs to be taken over every once in a
while, if for no other reason than to prove
that it belongs to the people whose labor and
capital sustain it. Two weeks ago at Stony
Brook, we were able ti w rk with a sympathetic and responsible administration. And
our good behavior helped to ensure their
cooperation. But next time, the issues may
be different. We may not get their support.
And next time, we might not be so considerate. Hope you are all there with us.

Wanted:

Multi-level "Gold Mine!"

Two friendly, earthy, progressivetype housemates. Summer rental or
full-year to share house in Strathmore
S Section (one mile from campus).
Rent $260 per month.
Available June 1.

Call 246-5662 for more info.
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Do $7,000/mo.
No inventory or meetings
People call you to sign up!

S

Call M-F, 9 to 5
(516) 751-1036
Ask for Nat or Rick
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Targeting the Trustees: UGSO and the Push for Unionization
By George Bidermann
Part two of a two-part series
Recently, members of the GSO Senate
have questioned the funding of the United
Graduate Student Organizations of SUNY
(UGSO), an organization created in 1989
and made up of the executive committees of
the graduate student organizations at SUNY's
four university centers in Stony Brook,
Binghamton, Buffalo, and Albany. Questions have been raised as to UGSO's apparent lack of operating structure, but discussion has also focused on the complaint
(raised by a few members of the Senate) that
UGSO has done little more than disrupt
SUNY Trustees' meetings in an effort to
focus attention on the unionization issue.
In the first part of this story, some of
UGSO's history and strategy was reported.
Among other things, UGSO members had
worked throughout the 1989-90 academic
year to coordinate statewide actions and
information dissemination, lobby on health
insurance as a benefit, and help create a
graduate-student government at SUNY
Albany, which had never had such a representative body for its graduate students. For
the 1991-92 year, UGSO leadership decided
to focus primarilyon two issues: pushing for
a comprehensive, statewide health insurance plan that would be extended as a
benefit to graduate-student employees, and
continuing to pressure for a union certification election, whereby graduate student
employees statewide would vote as to whether
they wanted to be represented by a union.
The focus of this article is the decision by

UGSO leaders to pressure SUNY Trustees,
collectively and individually, to take a stand
in support of the right of self-determination.
After several months of intense activity
on the health-insurance issue last Fall, UGSO
members felt they had taken the issue as far
as it could go. Thousands of form letters had

But Miller said this plan was "part of a
comprehensive, larger strategy and it was
never meant to be a single-action strategy."
Miller insisted that the entire UGSO council, as well as the leadership of the Communications Workers of America (CWA),
supported the decision to focus action on the
trustees. But Jane Ely, Stony Brook GSO
president and the former chair of UGSO,
said she had "grave reservations about actively protesting at trustees' workplaces,"
which some GSEU advocates in Buffalo
proceeded to do.
Lobbying efforts were begun with the
idea of having Judy Krebs, president of the
Student Association of the State University
(SASU) and the sole student trustee, introduce a resolution asking the Trustees to
instruct SUNY to drop its opposition. She
did this at the November meeting, which approximately 50 graduate students attended,
but members of the board moved to table the
resolution. The board quickly voted in favor
of tabling, with the sole dissenting vote
being Krebs's. When this happened, the
students began chanting "Vote! Vote! Vote!"
and shut down the meeting. One graduate
student was arrested, two were detained,
and the meeting was relocated to another
building, where it continued under heavy
guard and access was restricted.
The motion was reintroduced by Krebs in
January, but this time Chancellor Bruce
Johnstone was ready. According to UGSO
officials, Johnstone had a substitute motion
already printed up, and he quickly got one
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(Continuedfrom Page 1)

been generated, detailed reports and rebefore verbally abusing News and Blues
sponses to SUNY positions had been pro- editor George Bidermann. When Biderduced, and, for the first time, SUNY had mann asked sarcastically, "Willy beour
acknowledged that its "supported" graduate
ent?" Perini ran around the conferstudents had specific health needs that cried
Sence table and lunged at him as Ida Fuchs,
out for a separate health plan. But with a GSO office anger, restrained her.
token response of a $2 million subsidy toed
Perini w a s dragged away by Senator
pay for individual health plans, which was
ultimately cut from the budget, graduate Gerry Manginelli (CED) screaming that it
had, in fact, been Bidermann who attacked
students were obviously feeling slighted,
In its October meeting, UGSO decided to her. After a ten-minute recess, the meeting
continued, but Perini burst in one more
shift its focus to the battle for unionization

rights and to frame health insurance and time, shouting that she wanted everyone in
other workplace issues within that battle. the meeting to know that "George BiderAccording to Julia Miller, Buffalo GSA mann hit me!" before she was escorted out
vice-president, strategy focused on the trus- of the room again. A substitute motion altees for one very clear reason: they were the lowing for the meeting to be taped, but
only body that could conceivably do some- also allowing individuals to ask that the
thing concrete in the near future. Governor tape be stopped for their off-the-record
Mario Cuomo had been lobbied extensively, comments, was presented. After some
but was taking a hands-off approach; the discussion, the motion was tabled after it
Public Employment Relations Board had was made clear that there could be no clear
been hopelessly deadlocked on the issue for resolution of the situation without docualmost two years; and the chances of getting mentation proving that taping could be
legislation adding graduate-student employ- restricted.
ees to the Taylor Law passed was looking
Officers' reports was next on the agenda,
bleak with a Republican-controlled State a
and it was related to the Senate that RaySenate at odds with the union movement.
mond Maietta had resigned the vice presiGiven that the trustees had the power to,
o
.
Sdency of the organization. Citing the events
if they wished, reverse SUNY's opposition
on
s es
to unionization, some UGSO members be- of the March
estimation the recent
that -in hiss estmaton
noted that
lieved the trustees should be lobbied, pick- noted
eted, and embarrassed, if need be. "We trend to "democratize" the organization is
didn't expect that they would all of a sudden in actuality "nothing but bureaucratic tyrsupport us, but we felt this tactic would be anny which should not be part of a student
a great way to gain publicity for the cause," organization. These tactics are exclusionMiller said. "It would publicize the prob- ary and run counter to any potential for
lems grad students were having and in the addressing the needs of the student body."
end, it brought people into the movement." He continued, "In fact, my attempts in
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of the trustees to introduce it, which affirmed SUNY's belief that "supported" graduate students are not employees. The substitute motion cleared the board, with the sole
dissenting vote again belonging to Krebs.
It was decided once again to take action,
mainly because after so many years of
silence on the issue, the trustees had finally
taken a stand. "This was a victory," said
Miller. "For 12 years, the board had ignored unionization for grad students. They
never acknowledged that it was their business, and we finally got them to admit it was
their business. They were now on record as
opposed to unionization for us."
Plans were laid for an action to take place
at the February trustees meeting. But Stony
Brook's leadership was already distancing
itself from these tactics, according to Ely.
While several members of the Stony Brook
GSO took part in the demonstration, Ely
said that "there was no consensus at Stony
Brook that there was any support for this
action." To Ely and some members of Stony
Brook's Action Committee, it was a question of campus autonomy. She said some
members of Stony Brook's GSO felt that
UGSO was trying to dictate union organization strategy to Stony Brook.
About thirty students participated in the
action. Shortly after the board began its
meeting Dominic Chan, acting president of
the Graduate Student Employees Union
(GSEU) rose to condemn the trustees for
their January vote. Choruses of "Shame!"
filled the room and the trustees quickly

adjourned the meeting. Several UGSO
members took over the conference table,
granting interviews to the media and criticizing the trustees for denying graduate students the right to vote on whether they
wanted to unionize. The students then left
the meeting peacefully. Members of SUNY
Public Safety, who are unionized workers,
quietly congratulated the students for their
successful, peaceful action.
"The decision to pressure the trustees was
a good strategy," Chan said. "Past experience has shown, particularly on the divestment issue, that actions have an effect on
SUNY. We based our strategy partly on the
tactics of SUNY divestment proponents,"
who in 1985 convinced the trustees to divest
SUNY's financial holdings in South Africa.
Ely agreed that the trustees left UGSO
with no recourse and said the concept of
pressuring the trustees was sound. "The
fault in pursuing that strategy was that it
needed broader-based support to really
succeed," she said.
But Miller believes that focusing attention
on the issue was enough cause for celebration, and said it has had a strong impact on
Buffalo's campus. "To be tied into the statewide movement and feel that solidarity is
tremendously empowering," she said. "SUNY
fears the fact that we are organized; these
actions helped demonstrate that. At Buffalo,
we are ready for further actions to gain the
right to vote on unionization, and this is
partly because UGSO has provided us with
the framework and the motivation."

Moves on SUNY Budget,
tions Amid More Chaosconjunction with other members of the
action committee to identify these needs
have gone unrecognized and have been
purposefully misrepresented." His letter
closed with the comment that he could "no
longer be part of an organization whose
context is rooted in an ostensible struggle
for individual power." The senate immediately passed a resolution to thank Maietta for his efforts in their behalf.
Two motions directly related to current
conditions for graduate students. The first
dealt with a plan being discussed at the
graduate school whereby graduate students might be required to register for one
credit during summer sessions in order to
qualify for full-time student status and
therefore Social Security tax (FICA) exemption. Under this plan, the university
would be spared its FICA co-payment, but
could end up costing graduate students the
price of one credit. A motion was brought
to the floor by John Reinfelder (Marine
Sciences) and Marc Neuberger (Computer
Science) asking that the Graduate School
make a quick decision about what's going
to happen and notify the parties at once so
that arrangements can be made in everyone's best interest. This motion passed.
The second motion was a "Statement of
Principles for Addressing the Current
Budget Crisis." The motion, brought to
the floor by Fons Haffmans (Physics) and
John Nolan (Technology and Society),
asked that the administration use its influence to increase TAP awards, funding
opportunities to traditionally under-represented groups through the use of private

funds and the funding pool so that supported graduate students could continue to
receive tuition waivers in proportion to
their support. It was also asked that deferment policies for the payment of fees and
tuition be implemented.
In other business, the proposed 1991-92
budget was presented to the Senate, with
discussion scheduled for the May 8 meeting; Election Bylaws were passed, and as
motion supporting the SASU/Polity budget
protest rally of April 18 was passed. Haitian Student Organization members
Emmanuel Severe and Phillippe Valbrune
were presented to the senate by John Nolan
(Technology & Society) to answer questions and give their side of what occurred
at the Blood Drive in December. Severe
and Valbrune have been suspended from
the university for their parts in the demonstration. After hearing their story and
posing questions to them, the senate passed
a motion asking that the charges against
them be dropped as well as the university
suspensions.
The final business of the evening, a
motion calling for the rescinding of a motion regarding UGSO and GSEU that was
passed at the March 20 meeting, was
brought to the floor by Kevin Melchionne
(Philosophy). Discussion was scattered,
with some senators wanting very much to
discuss the motion, and the context in
which the original motion was passed,and
others vehemently opposed to such a discussion. It was finally decided to table the
motion until the next meeting, due to the
lateness of the hour.

May 8, 1991

Last CUNY Occupation Comes to a ClosE
By Eric F. Coppolino
Student Leader News Service
NEW YORK-- At 2:05 AM on Thursday, May 2, it was
all over.
After 24 days sealed behind chains and barricades,
student protestors occupying the North Academic Center
at the City College of New York (CCNY) finished their
last, highly emotional meeting in the building's main
lobby, and walked down the long corridor to the one
functioning exit.
At the same time maintenance crews, armed with
heavy-duty bolt cutters to clip chains and locks from more
than 100 doorways to the sprawling structure, walked in
through the same entrance, prepared to have the building
open for business by 8 o'clock the same morning.
The two groups passed like strangers, each one barely
acknowledging the other.
In the three-and-a-half weeks the City College shutdown endured much pressure to lay down its principles,
building takeovers had spread to 18 of CUNY's 21
campuses, two SUNY campuses, and Cornell university.
Protests, such as SUNY New Paltz's now-threatened
"Cuomoville," have endured in the face of these shutdowns and students at New Paltz may seek an injunction
to keep the demonstration going. An agreement between
City College students and administrators, which granted
students total disciplinary amnesty in return for dropping
all other demands and returning all campus buildings,
ended the takeover there.
Accused of Breaking Pact
Students from across CUNY accused members of the
City College chapter of Students for Education Rights
(SER), the last remaining faction inside the building, of
violating a previous CUNY-wide agreement that said no
campus would bargain for amnesty on its own unless that
amnesty was for all CUNY students involved in protests.
On other campuses, students were facing disciplinary,
civil, and criminal charges in association with takeovers
and many students from other campuses, present as the
final deal was being struck with CCNY's administration,
were furious or on the brink of tears as they walked out
of the North Academic Center with members of SER.
The City College Day Student Government (DSG) and
Sons and Daughters of Africa, the other two major
factions in the takeover, had walked out of the building
Wednesday without striking an amnesty deal. In a statement issued by DSG, President Rafael Alvarez called for
a change in tactics and the resumption of classes, virtually
pleading with students to end the occupation. "Students
are starting to get angry with students, and that's the last
thing that we need right now," said Alvarez, reflecting the
sentiment of thousands of students who were locked
outside of classroom buildings as a political tactic while
no real progress was being made on the budget.
Police Used on Five Campuses
A student takeover of the library at Hunter College lasted
until the morning of Wednesday, May 1, when members
of the CUNY Board of Trustees and the College grounds
crew simply went up the library entrance in the East
Academic Building and clipped the chains that were
keeping the doors to that building sealed. Police and
campus security guards had broken up other protests on
---
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Writer has two rooms for rent
in three-bedroom, two-bath, co-op. $350 per month
includes all-- w/w carpeting, 40" TV, moder kitchen
and baths. Sunny, safe, quiet.
Laundry rooms on grounds, ten minutes to SUNY.
Prefer quiet, studious, honest individuals.
No smokers/drinkers. Prefer female graduate students.
International students welcome.
Available immediately. Call Bill at 331-2705.
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at least five campuses, including Brooklyn College,
Queens College, and John Jay College, or under threat of
police or legal action, including at LaGuardia Community College and Hostos Community college.
At Borough of Manhattan Community College, a group
of irate students-- possibly with the blessing of the
campus administration- broke into that campus's one
building on the night of Thursday, April 25, ending the
occupation there.
No Clear Victory
It was over. Yet unlike the 1989 battle over a $200
tuition hike and far less significant budget cuts, there was
no clear student victory: the state budget was and is still
pending, and as many as five weeks away from comple-

tion. Governor Mario Cuomo, who proposed a $500
tuition hike, cuts of up to $400 to the Tuition Assistance
Program (TAP) and elimination of four other financial
aid programs-- and slashing $92 million from the CUNY
budget-- would not budge on the issues.
Neither he nor Senate Majority Leader Ralph Marino
was about to compromise on the necessary income-tax
hikes that would provide the money to restore funding to
higher education and countless other state social programs that would be cut. If there was a victory, it was in
the massive attention that the takeovers drew to the plight
of CUNY students, and that a massive direct action could
even take place in 1991, despite a student population in
the United States that is viewed as generally conservative
and apathetic.

Grad School Revises Policy
On Full-time Summer Status
The following memo came to us by way of the Graduate School and we
reproduce it here:
To: Deans, Chairs, Graduate Program Directors
From: Alexander H. King, Vice Provost for Graduate Studies
Subject: New Policy on Full-time Status During the Summer
Date: May 3, 1991

Important Notice
Immediate Action Required
I have approved the attached policy defining full-time status for graduate
students during the summer session. Stony Brook had not previously adopted
a definition of summer full-time status, and this new policy takes effect
immediately.
Students who are supported during the summer must be enrolled in full-time
status according to the definition set in this new policy. Students whose
summer employment is incidental to their degree program and who are
enrolled in full-time status are, according to the current IRS definition, exempt
from FICA taxes related to their university employment. This policy therefore
saves money for the students and also avoids the cost of the employer
contribution.
Those programs that do not already offer zero-credit summer courses must
immediately submit new course approval forms to establish courses such as
"Summer Research" or "Summer teaching" which should have course
numbers between 800 and 899. We recommend "XYZ 800" for Summer
Research and "XYZ 850" for Summer Teaching. The courses will be S/U
graded only.
Your supported students should be instructed that they must register for
these courses for each summer session. Departments may collect, batch and

transmit their students' registration requests to the Office of Records, but
should be careful to return their receipts so the students are aware of any

problems resulting from financial holds, registration blocks, etc.
I apologize to all of you for the last-minute adoption of this policy, which

require input from several outside agencies including IRS and RF.
The New Graduate School Policy:
"Full-time Status During Summer Session"
Students who are matriculated in a Graduate School program shall be considered to be
enrolled in full-time status during any summer session for which they have registered for zero
or more graduate credits. Every department or program shall offer a zero-credit course in which
such registration may be made during the summer.
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GSO Election Offers Contested Races!!
By Jean Rousseau
For the first time in many years, there are contested
elections for most of the GSO executive committee
positions and the Stony Brook Council seat. Whoever
succeeds at the ballots, the elected officers will face a
tough year. Against a backdrop of budget cuts, tuition
increases, and staff layoffs, the administration is exploring alternatives to fill a financial gap of about $9.5
million. Graduate students will face mandatory bus fees,
health fees, parking fees, and increased tuition. For the
first time, students who presently benefit from a tuition
waiver may be required to pay part of their tuition.
The two candidates for GSO President are John Nolan
and Nancy Perini. Both are GSO Senators, Nolan from
Technology and Society and Perini from Continuing
Education (CED). Both tickets can be described as
liberal. And the program of each team is similar: increase
the influence of the GSO Senate, make sure that the
concerns of graduate students are known, obtain a mandate from the ensemble of graduate students to pursue the
unionization process, control the costs of the organization. Just like in a good old American presidential
campaign, politics ranks second, and there are even taped
conversations. What matters is the difference in the personalities of the two candidates. John Nolan's ticket has
made Perini's ability to behave decently toward other
graduate students one of its campaign issues.
In an electoral flyer, Nolan states that: "My productive,
upbeat relationships with fellow GSO Senators, students
and administrative leaders is in contrast to my opponent's
volatile role in the recent disruption and division of the
GSO Senate, and I hope you will vote for me as the
candidate most capable of revitalizing the GSO." Perini
declares that the accusations brought against her are
sexist, and that the facts used to condemn her are being
used selectively.
Both the March and April GSO Senate meetings were
disrupted several times by shouting matches. An account
of March meeting, which stated that Perini had cursed at
GSO Elizabeth Chute, was published in the April 17 issue
of the News and Blues. Perini does not deny this fact, but
she adds that her positive contributions to the meeting
were not mentioned in the article. For example, she says
she spent fifteen minutes explaining the role of SASU and
UGSO to people who were not familiar with these
organizations.
This reporter did not attend the April Senate meeting,
but the session was recorded. The recording of the
meeting by George Bidermann, editor of the News and
Blues, became an issue in itself, with the Senate unsure of
whether it had a legal right to restrict tape recording of a
public meeting and many senators voicing support for
taping. Perini expressed anger that the previous and
present meeting were being taped. At the beginning of the
tape from the March meeting Sanjay Gupta, the speaker
of the Senate, announced that "This meeting is being
recorded by the editor of the News and Blues."
But Perini claimed she did not know that it was being
taped for the editor of the News and Blues. In a phone
interview, she said that Bidermann apologized for not
letting the Senate know that he was taping the meeting.

[According to Bidermann, he said he was sorry ifit hadn't
been announced each time that the meeting had been
taped, but he thought it had been announced.] She declared that she has nothing against recording a meeting,
but in the previous Senate meeting it was not clear what
the tape was being used for. She said that if the tape was
being used in a non-biased way, it would not be a
problem. But she feels that the article in the News and
Blues did not give the whole story of the March meeting.
At the April meeting, many people wanted to speak to
the motion to ban taping. Perini tried to take the floor at
one point without being recognized by Gupta, the Senate's speaker, and CED Senator Gerry Manginelli then
yielded the floor to her. She stated some of the objections
to taping listed above. Immediately after she finished
speaking, Senator Mike Hadjimichael began speaking in
favor of taping meetings, but Perini interrupted him to
state that she had to leave the meeting because she could
no longer stand to be in the room where taping was going
on without her consent.
Following are excerpts from the tape of the meeting:
Perini: I really am incensed and I really would urge that
the Senate vote against having the minutes taped.
Gupta: Okay. Mike?
Hadjimichael: Yeah, I don't see why everyone's getting
so upset, I mean, we shouldn't be saying anything that
would we would be embarrassed for our constituency to
find out about-Perini: Excuse me, I have to leave because I cannot stay
at this meeting any longer. I do not like the way I was
represented in the last minutes-Speaker Sanjay Gupta: Nancy, please, you don't have
the floor.
Perini: Fuck you! You know I'm sick and tired of your
interruptions. You know this is not the way a meeting
should run. I don't like being taped when I don't think we
are being represented fairly. I'mnot being represented, I
said a lot of things at that meeting that were not reflected
in these minutes. I think a lot of things were said at that
meeting that were not reflected in that newspaper article.
You got that fucking tape?
Bidermann: Will you be our president?
According to witnesses, Perini then lunged at Bidermann in an apparent attempt to take his tape recorder
away. Bidermann raised one of his forearms to obstruct
Perini, while holding the tape recorder in the other hand.
GSO Office Manager Ida Fuchs then restrained Perini
until Manginelli pulled Perini away from Bidermann. A
recess of ten minutes was called. Perini did not come back
to the meeting except to burst in briefly declaring that she
wanted everyone to know that "George Bidermann hit
Nancy Perini." During an interview for this article,
Perini said that Bidermann was jumping up and down in
front of her and was provoking her. Bidermann says that
he was seated until she charged at him and was only trying
to protect himself and his tape recorder when he stood up.
This incident, coming on the heels of the March Senate
meeting, has left some GSO members wondering if Perini
is the right person to lead an organization like the GSO.
Fons Haffmans, running for secretary on Nolan's ticket,
was originally running for vice-president as part of

None of This Matters
If you don 't vote!
Check your departmental mailrooms or administrative offices
or pick up a ballot at the GSO
Room 206 Central Hall
between 10 AM and 5 PM (Wednesday 5/8 and Thursday 5/9 till 9PM).

Deadline for submission of ballots is May 25!
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Perini's team. He said that after the April Senate meeting,
he was shocked by Perini's behavior, and decided to
withdraw his candidacy because he felt he would not be
able to work with her. In the aftermath of the meeting,
people within the GSO began searching for a candidate to
run against Perini. Nolan was one of several people
approached as possible candidates. He accepted the challenge. Haffmans then decided to join Nolan's ticket.
There are about 6000 graduate students at Stony Brook
who are entitled to vote in the GSO elections. One
thousand of them are part of CED and another thousand
are registered as GSP, i.e., people taking graduate courses
who are not registered in a program. The issue of
unionization, for example, would directly affect only
graduate students who are Tas, Gas or RAs, roughly two
thousand students. In the past five years, the total voter
turnout, as measured by the GSO's mail ballot system,
has been about 900 at most.

John Nolan for President

Jonn Noian
John is currently senator for the department of Technology and Society. He is pursuing a Masters degree in
environment and waste management. He received his
Bachelors degree from Clarkson University in upstate
New York in 1986.
Nolan expressed concern about recent problems with
the GSO. "I've not been happy with the division within
the GSO for the last month and a half," he said. "The
potential of the GSO will never be met if we have a
divided senate." Nolan questions Perini's emotional
explosiveness and her ability to be an amiable representative of the GSO. As a leader of the Stony Brook
Coalition for Peace and director of the Stony Brook
Chapter of Global Action Plan, an ecological organization involved with Earth Day and environmental causes,
he says he has shown that he can work productively with
other people. Nolan took part in recent protests against
the suspension of two Haitian students involved in the
disruption of a December 1990 blood drive. From these
and other experiences, Nolan says he has gained credibility as a student advocate and that he has established
excellent relationships with many administrators on campus.
As president of the GSO, he would withdraw from
heading the Global Action Plan and concentrate his
energies on the GSO. His environmental consciousness
arises when he talks about the bus and parking fees. For
him, it is unacceptable to have bus fees because it reduces
the incentive for people to take buses. If fees are to be
imposed they should be more equitably distributed among
those parking on campus, he believes, but graduate
students who need to have access to their buildings after
the buses stop running each night should be given special
consideration.
He says that he initiated a project while on the Univer-
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Three Executive Committee, Council Seats Up for Grabs
sity Senate committee for the campus environment to
increase the efficiency and revenue sources of campus
recycling efforts. Right now, the university department
that runs recycling does not bring in enough revenue from
recycling efforts to cover the cost of the operation. Nolan
said recycling at the source should involve more thorough
separation of the different types of papers, for example.
Within Nolan's slate, both Dominic Chan and Fons
Haffmans are actively involved in the issue of unionization. Nolan favors the principle of a union but he does not
want to be an advocate of the unionization issue; he says
the graduate student body must first demonstrate its
support for unionization. If elected, he would form a new
committee this summer to research the pros and cons of
unionization in order to inform the graduate student
population. In the fall, the Senate would take that information to the graduate student population and finally get
a clear mandate from them.
Nolan said he has a number of students supporting and
actively campaigning for him. He sees his biggest challenge as getting graduate students more involved in the
issues. "They tend to be apathetic, but we have to reach
them," he said.

Nancy Perini for President
And the Stony Brook Council

thought the criticism was sexist in nature.
Perini said she is running for office to expand the
GSO's base at the grassroots level and to find out what the
students want. "We need to achieve some kind of success," she said. Social activities, such as forming a
softball league or supporting groups that promote social
activities on campus, are examples of things that could be
done relatively quickly and easily to improve life on
campus.
On a more political level, she said that the GSO has to
take the lead on expanding library hours, improving
housing facilities for the graduate students at the Chapin
apartments, and improving day-care services. She states
that many university policies are absurd. For example,
graduate students should have input into energy conservation programs. They know of rooms that are overheated in the winter and are too cold in the summer. Perini
said that graduate students in the English as a second language program are also victims of university policy. As
part of their curriculum, they pay for credits earned while
teaching, but they are not paid for the services they
render. Students who attend these classes pay the university, providing revenue while the instructors receive
nothing.
Perini says that she would be ready to take the lead in
protesting fee increases and new fees. She says that if
necessary, she would support taking over buildings, but
she would rather establish positive relations with the administration and show that she has support from the
graduate students.
She does not believe graduate students are apathetic.
Some of them have full-timejobs or research obligations.
She says graduate students as a whole are more aware and
when they get involved, they are committed.
Perini is also running against David Senator for the sole
student seat on the Stony Brook Council, the body which
sets university policy and approves new fees and procedures. She says that she would like to see students having
direct control over their living conditions on campus.
They should not to have to justify every request. She
would also work with other organizations and pull people
together to present a unified voice to the Council. On the
issue of Public Safety, she wants to make people aware of
the type of crimes present on this campus, so they can be
aware and take steps to protect themselves.

Nancy Perini

David Senator
For Stony Brook Council

Nancy Perini is a CED student taking courses in history.
She has worked as an elementary school teacher. She
received her Bachelors' degree from Queens College
(CUNY) in 1985. She assisted in a 1989 takeover at City
College in New York (CUNY) where students protested
proposed tuition increases. At the time she was working
for a non-profit organization called Student Vote. She
says she assisted the strikers from the outside by connecting them to union representatives.
She is serving her second one-year term as GSO Senator
for CED students and was appointed to the FSA Board of
Directors this semester. The FSA board deals with
campus vending and food contracts but it is also the
organism that handles the payments for health insurance.
She is interested in working with undergraduate representatives on the question of a lounge; she is also determined
to find ways of using the health insurance that keep the
price of the health insurance down. According to Perini,
some work done by the FSA shows going to the emergency room at the Stony Brook hospital is expensive and
often could be avoided.
When asked about her actions at the last two GSO senate
meetings, she declined to comment except to say that she
believes those who work closely with her think that her
reaction was justified. "Regardless of what I do, people
won't change their mind," she says. She added that she

Senator is not running as part of any ticket. He is a
Masters student at the Harriman School for Management
and Policy. He received his Bachelors' degree from Antioch College, Ohio, in 1981, and obtained a Masters'
degree in genetics from Stony Brook in 199Q. He is
currently a GSO Alternate Senator from Harriman.
Under agreement with Polity, the undergraduate student government, graduate and undergraduate students
alternate representing the student body on the Stony
Brook Council each year. The Council can be considered
as a mini-board of trustees for the university. It has
authority over university policy. Senator served on the
Council in 1989-90, the last year a graduate student was
on the board. He affirms that he successfully lobbied the
Council against the parking fee when he was on the
Council. He also says that he got the Council to support
the concept of health insurance for graduate students,
even though President Marburger opposed the resolution. According to Senator, the Council became the first
administrative body in New York State to support healthinsurance benefits for graduate students.
Senator said he hopes that infighting within the GSO
will cease soon and that the GSO will go back to dealing
with issues concerning graduate students. "I think that
John Nolan's slate will be the best team to achieve this
result," Senator said. He favors the principle of unioni-

David Senator
zation, and states that students should have a right to vote
on whether to unionize or not. He said he will bring the
issue of having the right to vote on unionization to the
Council if he is elected.
On the Council, Senator affirms he will defend the right
of students to protest and that he will address the issue of
public safety. He is especially concerned with the fact that
some graduate students have been denied access to their
building after certain hours. He wants to be a watchdog
with respect to budget issues. When asked why people
should vote for him, he responded that he was in a good
position to effect change and will continue to do so.

Dominic Chan
For Vice-President

Dominic Chan
Dominic Chan is a graduate student in sociology who
is returning to the university after a one-year leave of
absence. When he was interviewed for this article, he was
in the process of writing a paper about the Daily News
strike. During his leave, he has been working in New
York City on health-care issues. Chan, who received his
Bachelors' degree from Adelphi in 1987, came to Stony
Brook that fall, and was Treasurer of the GSO in 1989.
Chan said he was running on Nolan's ticket because he
believes their politics are similar. He thinks that the GSO
has to heal some wounds and criticizes the opposing ticket
as being responsible for recent division. He said Manginelli's candidacy was suspect given that he had supported
(Continuedon Page 8)
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Contested Elections Make for Interesting Campaigns(Continuedfrom Page 7)
raising officers' monthly stipends to $300 from the
current $200. [The budget committee's final budget proposal does not include a stipend increase but, according
to GSO Treasurer Andrew Uselton, the issue is still on the
table.] Chan has vowed that he will not accept any stipend
if elected.
Chan has worked intensively on the issue of unionization at the campus and the state levels. He would like to
organize a campus committee to push for a union certification election. He said he believes we are beyond the
point of raising consciousness about unionization, and
need to continue pressuring SUNY for the right to vote.
He says his numerous contacts among graduate-student
activists at the other SUNY campuses would facilitate
coordination of campus actions. He believes people
should vote for him because he has a lot of experience in
organizing and he is not a divisive person.

Gerald T. Manginelli

For Vice-President
Manginelli is a CED student and is running on Perini's
ticket. He did not wish to be interviewed for this story and
would not pose for or provide a picture. Instead, he made
the following statements:
"The GSO elections are unfair. CED students are going
to be disenfranchised by an electoral process that neglects
them. Full-time students get ballot mailed while part-time
CED students have to go to the GSO office. CED and GSP
students contribute about 20 to 30% of the GSO budget
and do not receive any appreciable services.
"I'm looking into any legal actions to make this election
fair. I consider that the attacks against Nancy are sexist
and selective. And we want to involve the National
Organization for Women with this issue. I totally endorse
Nancy.
"The election is stacked against us so we will pursue
different avenues."

Kushmerick said he is not in favor of unionization, and
does not care about winning unionization rights. Unless
there are obvious benefits, he said he would not join a
graduate-student employees union. He believes Public
Safety officers should have guns if they are properly
trained and only in specific circumstances, excluding
protests and concerts. This stand contradicts the position
of his ticket. A campaign flyer produced by Perini reads,
"I oppose arming campus security. There are many ways
to make this campus safer without having armed guards
here. How will we explain our inability to find those ways
to the family of the first student victim of an accidental
shooting?" Kushmerick acknowledges the divergence of
views, believing that being part of a ticket does not
preclude differences of opinion.
Kushmerick said that while the GSO is well-known
among graduate students in the health sciences, there are
no issues compelling enough to get these students involved. "For these students, the stipend is higher than for
many students, and they are generally satisfied," he said.
"It would be hard to get them involved on a specific issue
unless they felt it was urgent."

Charles Jordan for Secretary

Fons Haffmans for Secretary

Charles Jordan

Chris Kushmerick
for Treasurer
Fons Haffmans
Fons is an international student from Holland. He received his Bachelors of Science degree in applied physics
from Delft University of Technology in Holland in 1987.
He is currently working towards a Ph.D degree in Physics
on quantum chaos.
Haffmans originally submitted his candidacy for vicepresident, and was slated to run with Perini. He said her
behavior at the April GSO Senate meeting scared him.
This was the reason he withdrew from Perini's ticket and
joined Nolan's slate. He believes leaders who exhibit
such disruptive behavior alienate people and are not
conducive to achieving the GSO's goals and conducting
business.
He foresees that next year, graduate-student rights will
be
further eroded; there will be increase in fees; graduate
Chris Kushmerick
student employees will have to pay part of their tuition;
Chris Kushmerick is a graduate student in physiology and there will be a decrease in TA and GA lines,
and biophysics. He received his Bachelors' degree from diminishing stipends for graduate-student employees,
Stony Brook in 1985. He has been a GSO Senator for two and the introduction of 3/4 GA or TA lines in many
years and is currently a member of the GSO budget departments. This would reduce the quality of life for
committee. He is part of Perini's ticket and is running most graduate students. He said that in a university where
unopposed for treasurer.
the president has almost a dictatorial role, and similarly
Kushmerick said he does not understand the uncom- at the State level, where Trustees and the Chancellor also
fortableness that people express with respect to Nancy. have a dictatorial role over SUNY, the student voice has
He declared that the $300 stipend is not part of the slate's to be strong.
platform.
Haffmans is currently a GSO Senator from the Physics
Like all candidates, he advocates more participation in department. He has worked on the GSO action committhe GSO through departmental senators. He also thinks tee, which is responsible for directing unionization efthat the percentage of overhead expenses (roughly 33 %) forts, for seven months, and is currently its chair.
in the GSO budget is hard to justify, but he has not yet "Unionization is an important issue," he said, "a tool that
made an analysis.
will work in a couple of years from now. Unionization
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will require a sacrifice from graduate students. We will
not obtain it simply by saying 'yes' to the principle. There
will have to be actions, and maybe a strike," to achieve
the right to vote on unionization.
As secretary of the GSO, he sees his role as a coordinator between the GSO executive and the senators. He
wants to see the executive committee bringing issues to
the senate more often, and believes the GSO has tended
to concentrate its actions within the executive committee.
He wants to change this perception and organize the GSO
office into a more professional entity.

Charles is a GSP student and he would like to get a
degree in geography or planning. In 1980, he received his
Bachelors degree from Stony Brook. He said he has held
a number of positions on campus. Like Nolan, he is a
member of the Stony Brook Coalition for Peace and is
presently a GSO Senator.
Jordan said he did not want to comment about the GSO
Senate incidents, except to say that because of the election
there is a certain animosity.
Jordan said he is participating in a survey of CED and
GSP students to find out about their concerns and needs.
Jordan said these students are generally neglected because
they are only here during the evening and some don't even
come on campus. Major issues are being addressed like
unionization, healthinsurance, housing, various fees, but
he would like more emphasis on the social needs of
graduate students, especially reopening the Graduate
Student Lounge or several lounges with a liquor license.
He said another problem is the lack of contact between the
GSO and the mass of graduate students. To promote
interaction among graduate students, more activities
should be funded through the GSO budget.
He is in favor of the concept of unionization if students
are willing to organize and participate in a union. This
would require participation. "In a university where the
administration sees students as enrollment numbers,
budget figures, and not as humans, we have to make sure
that student needs are addressed, " he said. "I believe that
the people on our ticket are ready to organize the graduate
students as a body and to expand the organization."
All the candidates who agreed to be interviewed were
highly cooperative, and students should know that they
will be pleased to answer any questions. You can call the
GSO office at 632-6492 and leave a message if you wish
to talk to one of the candidates. Remember that your vote
is important and you should take the time to cast it. If you
haven't received a ballot you can come to the GSO office,
located at room 206 in Central Hall, during the day.
Through Thursday, May 9, the GSO office will be open
until 9:00 PM for students to pick up ballots.
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Vote Yes to Keep NYPIRG Funding in GSO Budget
By Craig Siegel
As GSO elections get underway, it
is important for graduate students to
find out why it is so important to
VOTE YES TO KEEP NYPIRG at Stony
Brook for graduate students. As New
York state's largest student-directed
environmental, consumer and social
justice organization, NYPIRG has been
winning victories for graduate students ever since 1983. NYPIRG has
been very active and successful conducting research, organizing events,
educating students and lobbying to
help pass more than 90 pieces of
legislation in New York. Our work
has been featured on 60 Minutes and
the CBS Evening News. It has taught
thousands of students how to be
active citizens in our democracy. Some
of NYPIRG's successes and projects
include:
Environmental Protection: NYPIRG
led the fight to pass the Bottle Return
Law, the state Superfund and the
1986 Environmental Quality Bond
Act, which provided billions of dollars to clean up toxic dumps. NYPIRG
also organized over 3,000 volunteers
for the largest Earth Day in the world,
held in New York City in 1990. At
Stony Brook, NYPIRG is advocating
more recycling on campus (especially in the dining facilities), fighting

local garbage incinerators, has hosted
Earth Week Activities and is working
to clean up the Long Island Sound.
Student Voting Rights and
Registration: NYPIRG helped win
students the right to register and
vote here in Stony Brook,has registered thousands of Stony Brook students to do so and is currently leading efforts to get a polling place on
campus.
Consumer Protection: NYPIRG has
published numerous reports including Taken For A Ride, which documents how students get discriminated against and ripped-off by car
rental companies. NYPIRG also operates a Small Claims Court Action
Center on campus to counsel students on how to protect their rights
as consumers. This semester alone
we have helped countless graduate
students who have been ripped off
by their landlords and others.
Higher Education: NYPIRG opened
the standardized testing industry to
student scrutiny by passing legislation letting students get back their
questions and answers from the GRE,
MCAT, LSAT and other exams. This
year we are hoping to improve and
strengthen this Truth-In-Testing law.
NYPIRG has also organized to remove gender and racial bias from

AFSX
Faculty Student Association
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE POSITION
The Stony Brook Faculty Student Association (FSA) is a private, not-for-profit corporation
which is responsible for operating businesses and services for the University community.
There is presently an opening for a "Management Trainee" at the FSA. This position, open
to recent university graduates, is intended to give "hands on" training and management
experience for a period of six months with the option of an extension.
This particulartrainee position will include responsibilities related to the administrationand
financial oversight of food service contracts.
Recent or spring, 1991 university graduates should submit a letter of interest and a resume
to Pam Crum, Assistant to the Executive Director, Faculty Student Association, 282 Stony
Brook Union Building, SUNY at Stony Brook.

New York State student scholarships
and to save SUNY from budget cuts.
Energy Issues: NYPIRG has set up
a Fuel Buyers Group, which many
graduate students are members of,
to help students and other consumers purchase fuel oil at sharply reduced prices. We have also sponsored an Energy Awareness Day on
campus and helped pass legislation
requiring LILCO to give free home
energy audits and low-interest energy conservation loans.
In addition to our legislative victories, NYPIRG has organized educational programs and conferences to
address student, consumer and environmental problems. We even offer
internships to students interested in
working on NYPIRG projects.
Stony Brook graduate students'
support for NYPIRG since 1983 has
consistently allowed us to offer students the opportunity to effectively
participate in shaping public policy,
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and improving the quality of life, here
at Stony Brook and all across New
York State. NYPIRG is currently funded
by graduate students at a level of
$2.50 per student per semester as
part of the mandatory student activity fee. By VOTING YES FOR NYPIRG
on the GSO ballot, you will be voting
to keep NYPIRG at Stony Brook for
graduate students. You will thus be
voting to allow NYPIRG to continue
saving you money as students and
consumers, to continue fighting to
protect our environment and the
public's health, and to continue fighting for student rights and social justice. If anyone would like more information about NYPIRG, please feel
free to stop by our office in the
basement of the Union, Room 079 or
call us at 632-6457.
(The author is project coordinator
for the Stony Brook chapter of
NYPIRG.)
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Kwasny 's Korner

Graduate Student Community
Must Pull Together for Future
By Andrea Kwasny
Graduate Student Advocate
I'm not exactly sure of what I want to
say in this last "Kwasny's Korer." I
certainly don't have any visionary abilities that would provide the source for
any concluding prophetic words. And
anyway, I'm the kind of person who
looks more at the past than at the future.
So what has happened these past two semesters at the office ot the GSA? At the
Graduate School? On this campus?
Those are big questions that seem to
require a story of the past two semesters
in terms of big events. We all know,
more or less, what these big events are
and in my understanding, there's only
one-- the tremendous budget cuts that
seriously threaten the quality of graduate-student life, both personal and professional, on this campus. Specifically,
this budgetary crisis seems to put the
Graduate School's "Guidelines on Graduate Student Rights and Responsibilities"
under quotation marks when it comes to
issues such as increased teaching responsibilities and decreased amounts of
stipends and waivers,
The contingency of our status as students should not determine the degree to
which we should absorb financial hardship. But this should be clearly expressed to Stony Brook's administration, to SUNY Central, to Governor
Mario Cuomo, and to anyone else who
will listen. And this needs to come
directly from the students, both graduate
and undergraduate, in order for anything substantial to happen.
But there were also a lot of little events
that happened, events that had more to
do with my own learning about how to
be a Graduate Student Advocate than
about anything else. While I feel gratiSfled in knowing I've helped to solve

some graduate student problems, I also
have a clear understanding of the boundaries of this position, boundaries that are
predetermined by the condition of being
a graduate student. In other words, I
now can see where the system stops
working for graduate students. And this
is not necessarily paralyzing knowledge;
rather, it means going about solving
problems in a different way, through a
modified route.
It also means having a community of
graduate students that can enact change
far more easily than a single individual.
Over and over, I have seen problems
successfully resolved, without any apparent backlash, when they were framed
within the context of community interest
and benefit. Define that community in
whatever terms you like, but make sure
it includes as many graduate students as
possible. And so if there's going to be
any final words of "kwas(n)y"-wisdom,
this is it.
There is, finally, something else I'd
like to say. Thank you to some people
who have been important to me while in
this position at the Graduate School: the
Executive Committee of the GSO-- Jane
Ely, Ray Maietta, Libbie Chute, Andrew Uselton-- and last year's GSA,
Sandra Hinson, for recommending me
for the position and for their steady
cooperation; Vice Provost for Graduate
Studies, Alexander King, for accepting
this recommendation and for his help
this year. I would also like to thank the
Graduate School staff, whose concern
and humor truly made this job easier.
Finally, thanks to Ida Fuchs, a woman
synonymous with courage and joie de
vivre, and to George Bidermann for
coming up with the name for this column, and for being a thorough and
demanding editor.
III
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The GSO News and Blues

Letters
Protesters Practice
Robin Hood Economics
To the Editor:
Most of the people who participated
in the recent protests here at Stony
Brook practice what I shall call "Robin
Hood" economics, that is, milk the rich
and cut defense spending. While this
may seem like good ideas they are not
all these people would like to tell you.
While the left would like you to believe defense spending is a total waste
of money, if we were to cut it many
people (especially engineers) would lose
their and are not likely to find another
one. One need only look at the Long
Island economy for proof of this. Twenty
or thirty years ago, the largest employers on Long Island were Grumman and
Republic-Fairchild. At one time Grumman employed about one in ten Long
Islanders. These cutbacks have not
only hurt engineers but people who
work say in a deli near Grumman or
who might work near an army base.
Republic is of course off Long Island
entirely and many of their workers still
have not found engineering jobs. It is
almost impossible today to find an engineering job on Long Island due to
these cutbacks. These protesters
demanded more money for health care
and education. Did you know that a
full-time faculty member at Queens
College (CUNY) makes about $70,000
a year for only working about 12 hours
a week with three months off during
the summer and one month off during
the winter. Newsday had a recent article in which it mentions some teachers on Long Island make $50,000 a
year. And what's the best part of these
high-paying jobs? You cannot even get
fired. How many of you have had a
lousy professor but because he had
tenure he had a job for life?
Milking the rich seems like a good
idea (hey, I'd love it) but is it? As it is
many corporations are leaving New
York for lower .tax states and bringing
jobs with them. Since corporations
have little scruples except for the bottom line, they have no qualms about
leaving New York for Texas, Florida, or
New Jersey. Among the corporations
that once had headquarters or have
moved jobs elsewhere are Citibank,

Pan Am, Exxon, and Smith Barney.
Taxing income over $150,000 may
also cause some very wealthy people
hile these people say "so
to leavei
what if the yuppie has it wait'a little
longer for his BMW?" But wait, what
about the BMW salesman, the auto
mechanic for BMW, the person who
unloads the car off the boat? These
people will be out of jobs and of course
there are many other people who would
lose their jobs. Currently, the luxury
boat sales have dropped off substantially because of the economy and the
boat tax, leaving many people without
jobs. Many other luxury items have
similar economies in which people's
livelihoods depend on wealthy spending and with the trickle-down theory,
they will of course in turn spend their
money on something else down on
through the line.
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So where would the money come
from for education, health care and
rebuilding our infrastructure? REAL
government cutbacks, the unpopular
kind. If every CUNY and SUNY professor making $70,000 a year took a cut
in pay and/or worked more hours, there
would be significant savings there. New
York State has the most government
workers per population in the country;
removing some of them through attrition and some firings would significantly cut the budget. A conductor on
the LIRR can make about $40,000$50,000 and a garbage man can also
make about $40,000 a year; significant money can be saved there. Of
course, these same people advocating
milking the rich are the union people
themselves trying to save their own
necks.

tant campaigns on campus, including
reforming policies for Public Safety and
initiating new campus recycling programs. All three of these people are diligent workers and committed activists
who deserve the support of all graduate students in the upcoming election.

Comments on Arms,
Safety Issues Wanted

To the Editor:
The recent confusion and abuse that
has poisoned the air of the Graduate
Student Organization makes the upcoming executive committee elections
critical. Incredibly, one of the individuals most responsible for this atmosphere still considers herself a suitable
candidate for GSO office. I refer to
Nancy Perini. Ms. Perini seems to have
a bit of a bad temper. Those who have
been following her story will know that
Perini verbally abused current Secretary Libbie Chute in front of the entire
GSO Senate at the meeting of March
20 (See "Wild Senate Moves..." GSO
News and Blues, April 17, 1991, P.1).
Her outlandish performance continued

To the Editor:
Eight years ago a task force appointed by President John Marburger
made a comprehensive review of safety
and security on campus. Recent develKevin Melchionne opments have revived attention to such
GSO Senator, Philosophy matters.
The following may serve as backAre You Getting
ground information:
1). Following a recommendation from
Anything Out of UGSO?
the Senate, President Marburger is appointing a standing University Safety
To the Editor:
The Stony Brook Graduate Student Council to provide continual oversight
Organization has supported the United on all safety and security issues. The
Graduate Student Organization, UGSO, Senate is working with the President
for the last two years. The level of on the composition of the Council.
2). At the request of President Marfunding has been on the order of ten
thousand dollars (see below). Recently burger, the Senate has formed an adthe GSO Senate has voted to review hoc committee to make recommendatheir involvement in UGSO. I urge gradu- tions on the question of providing public
ate students to take a moment to Safety officers with access to arms.
a). The Chancellor has issued guideconsider how they feel on the subject,
lines for consideration of arming on
and talk to their senators.
GSO's funding of UGSO over individual SUNY campuses leaving the
the last two years consists of the fol- final decision to the President on each
lowing: seven thousand dollars in dues, campus.
b) On April 24, 1991 the first public
and a seven thousand dollar interest
free loan. In addition GSO has lent hearing on arming was held in the
UGSO a personal computer. This sup- Student Union. At least one more hearing
port was an acknowledgement of the is planned at the beginning of the Fall
congruence between the goals of UGSO Semester. No committee recommenand the goals of GSO. Indeed the dations will be made until then.
Stony Brook GSO executive commitThe purpose of this letter is to solicit
tee had a primal role in creating and comments from the university commushaping UGSO. At some point, how- nity on all safety issues including acever, we must evaluate the return on cess to arms for Public Safety. Safety
our investment. I believe that time is is an issue that concerns all of us. This
now. I do not know what UGSO has is your opportunity for direct input.
been involved with and how they spent Please give us concrete suggestions
their money. I do know what they and send them, signed or anonymous
choose to highlight: standing on picket as you prefer, to me at the University
lines at SUNY Buffalo, and disrupting Senate Office, Room 124 in Psycholtrustees' meetings. Ihope that at some ogy B, before the end of May. I shall

at the meeting of April 17 when, once
again in front of the entire Senate, she
verbally abused Sanjay Gupta, GSO
Speaker, and then went on to verbally
abuse George Bidermann, editor of this
publication. This style of campaigning
has left me with little confidence in her
capacity to hold office.
Fortunately, graduate students have
an excellent alternative in the ticket of
John Nolan (candidate for President),
Dominic Chan (Vice-President), and Fons

point in the near future the GSO will
get a clearer picture of where our
money goes and what UGSO's plans
are. In my opinion, the two activities
mentioned above do not merit the level
of funding they have received.
Proponents of UGSO (names
available upon request) have suggested
that a five thousand dollar grant to
UGSO from GSO would be appropriate
for the 1991-1992 budget. I suggest
that this money could be better spent

channel them to the appropriate committees who will make their recommendations to the President.
Thanking you in advance for taking
time to respond,
Barbara Elling
President, University Senate

Howard Schoenfeld
CED Student

Perini Candidacy
Cause for Concern

Haffmans (Secretary). Haffmans, gradu- on campus to fund student activities.
ate student in physics, has led the GSO Rather than give UGSO a blank check,
action committee this year. He has I feel we should reject the idea that we
been instrumental in forging new con- must pay dues to join UGSO. They
nections with previously unrepresented should do what most other groups
departments. Thanks to his work, GSO soliciting funding do: make a presentaSenate meetings have nearly doubled tion to the budget committee for fundin size. As an international student, he ing. At this point they would typically
is particularly sensitive to the needs of present a budget, a constitution and a
non-US nationals doing their graduate justification for the funds they request.
I suspect that if they had to compete
work at Stony Brook.
Dominic Chan is a graduate Student with such on-campus activities as alin Sociology, treasurer of GSO two ternative cinema, WUSB, RAP (travel
years ago and acting president of the funds for Stony Brook graduate stuGraduate Student Employees Union dent scholars) et cetera, they would
(GSEU). As GSEU president, Mr. Chan come up with less than what we are
worked with the United Graduate Stu- currently giving them. Please consider
dent Organizations of SUNY (UGSO) to this issue and let your senator know
oppose the pay lag last December. how you feel.
John Nolan, GSO Senator from the
Chris Kushmerick
department of Technology and Sociand Biophysics
physiology
Senator,
ety, has been involved in several impor-

This is the last
scheduled issue of
The GSO News and Blues
for the Spring Semester.
We will return at the beginning of
the fall semester with an issue during
opening week, and intend to maintain
a once- every-three-weeks
publishing schedule.
Look for the GSO Survival Guide
(tentatively scheduled to be published in early August) and possibly
an orientation issue of the News and
Blues at about the same time.
Call 632-6492 for information
about advertising
or if you are interested
in submitting
letters, viewpoints, or articles.
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New World Order, Cult: New
By Howardena Pindell
"Ownership and control of the mass media, like
all other forms of property, is available to those
with capital. Inevitably, radio- and television-station proprietorship, movie-making, and book publishing are largely in the hands of corporate chains
and media conglomerates. This apparatus is thus
ready to assume an active and dominant role in the
manipulative process." (Herbert I. Schiller, The
Mind Managers, p.4, Boston: Beacon Press, 1973).
"I Don't Care About Body Count" (Comment
made by US General, CNN Press Briefing, Saudi
Arabia, February, 1991)
"Most find it truly offensive to hear the killing of
human beings described in sterile military code
such as KIA (killed in action-- the death of human
beings wearing American uniforms), BDA (bomb
damage assessment-- the death of human beings
wearing non-American uniforms), and collateral
damage (the death of human beings who wear no
military uniform)...." (Letter to the editor, New
York Newsday, March 3, 1991)
I have been repulsed and terrified by the recent
ferocious military enforcement aimed at a Third
World country unable to respond in kind to protect
its citizens or its borders. (Note: According to a
commentator on WBAI-FM, NY, there were approximately a quarter of a million Iraqi casualties
(civilian and military). The stated source was the
Iraqi Catholic Church and Sunday London Times).
Instead of using diplomacy to solve the issues of
the less powerful nation in the overall conflict
(with a complete history and set of grievance left
largely ignored), an assault was launched by a
hypocritical grouping whose own past histories of
aggression have been condemned by the world at
large and the world court (Panama, Grenada, Nicaragua, Lebanon, etc.), as a number of alternate
media sources have pointed out. I have been
appalled by the selective compassion, lack of true
debate as well as the cynical hidden messages
reproduced uncritically in the mainstream media
not only because of obvious double standards held
by many members of the coalition (their own
colonial histories), but also because of the appalling larger message conveyed, i.e., the return of
colonial tactics of domination, or, comply or die.
The mainstream press as a captive cheerleader
for the government's actions 1) attempted to blunt
and blank out dissent by simply ignoring it, misrepresenting it, giving it limited exposure relative to
the scope of its actual activities, or denying its
existence. (Alternative stations such as WBAI-FM
brought in non-governmental sources to enlarge
debate. Coverage in other countries, such as India,
was enlarged by non-western media which showed
results of the bombing as well as CNN coverage for
contrast. Source: Commentator, WBAI-FM).
The New York Times coverage appeared as.
firmly in the government's pocket as it did during
the invasion of Panama. Although New York
Newsday's editorial policy staunchly supported
the war, a wide range of opinion appeared through
its columns and letters to the editor. The only
alternate counterpoint commentary I could find
was aired on WBAI or was published in, for
example, The Amsterdam News, The Nation, Z,
The Progressive, Lies of Our Times, etc.
The indifference to the obvious horrific suffering
caused by conventional and grotesque experimental weapons revealed bodies being exhumed bin
mass graves (Panama) which had soft skeletal
structures caused by some sort of diabolocial
weapon tested by the US on the civilian population
during its invasion of Panama (December 1989).
Additionally, psychological terrorism was inflicted

by constant bombing. According to WBAI commentator Michio Kaku, Professor of Physics, CUNY,
the allies dropped explosives which are the equivalent of one or more Hiroshima bombs a day on a
country the size of Texas. The bombs were dropped
on the populace, especially on civilians who could
not defend themselves in kind.
In the aftermath of the war, the self-censoring
double standard amnesiac press focused on the
plight of the Kurds while carefully avoiding discussing the US and the allies' responsibility for the
devastation they had caused during the bombardment and the encouragement of the civil unrest
which followed. Words like "carnage" and "massacre" were applied to Saddam Hussein's actions

Words like "carnage" and
"massacre" were applied to
Saddam Hussein's actions
and not to the US and the
allies who had clearly killed
more people, including the
Kurds, and caused

more severe devastation.
but not to the US and the allies who had clearly
killed more people, including the Kurds, and caused
more severe devastation. Under pressure, the US
set up refugee camps for the Kurds as if they were
the only Iraqi men, women, and children suffering.
US attempts to relieve their tragic plight seemed to
be a hollow attempt to save the US and allies face
by imposing the image of humanitarian concern
and aid, a cunning media whitewash of the ferocious destruction of a country and its people.
"What happened in the Persian Gulf, strictly
speaking, can't be called a war. Only one side did
the fighting, or the so-called fighting. It was an
assault without opposition. It was our militarized
high technology annihilating everything in sight.
Therefore, it wasn't war-- it was an annihilation
project." (Robert Lifton's comments in "The First
Stone/War Thoughts" by Joel Bleifuss, In These
Times, April 17-23, 1991, p. 5)
The US and its coalition partners ignored the
rules set by the UN General Assembly (Dec. 9,
1948) in its definition of genocide. "Any of the
following acts committed with intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national ethnic, racial or
religious group as: (a) killing members of a group,
(b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to
members of a group, (c) deliberately inflicting on
the group conditions of life calculated to bring
about its physical destruction in whole or in part,
(d) imposing measures intended to prevent births
within the group etc. The "mainstream" media
remained largely unconcerned about the horrific
suffering inflicted. Since the Kuwait government is
far from one's idea of "freedom and democracy"
and will in fact have an apartheid-like system
enforced and overseen by the US, what was all the
"freedom and democracy" talk about when it was
inevitably to be revealed as a lie? What on earth
has been tying consciences and tongues, and
blinding the press to the obvious?
I believe that Margaret Spillane in her Feb. 25,
1991 article titled "Mush" (The Nation) pointed to
some interesting implications of a climate which
manipulated, exposed and exaggerated hatred,
squashed alternative voices, and had everyone
speaking zombie-like in unison. Not only had we
had, I feel, a rhilitary coup, but were being manipu-

forld Slaughter
lated "moonie" style to comply or else. Slanted
debate, disinformation, and questionable polls
were/are enforced to anesthetize us to the massive
horrific violence directed at a small country by 29
nations and the possibility implied by it being
directed at some other unfortunate Third-World
country that refuses to give in to the threat implied
by "Operation Desert Slaughter."
"Polls by themselves accomplish little. How
they are used in the process of directing people's
consciousness is another story...." (Herbert Schiller,
Mind Managers, p. 109)
The government propaganda juggernaut led by
the media chorus had inflated and targeted the
whole Iraqi civilization, oddly ignoring the (US,
etc.) endless meddling covertly and overtly in a
smaller countries's affairs. The tactics used, if one
studies destructive cults (religious, political, etc.)
reveal a pattern of classic maneuvers which I feel
were purposely or inadvertently used on the
American public. (A WBAI commentator recently
mentioned a recent study which found that the
less people were informed about the history of the
region, the complex issues, or exposed to a wide
range of debate about the issues, the more prowar they were in their ignorance.)
I shall call this, for want of a better phrase, a
military cult-- a cult of addictive power (over life
and death) that, like the addict, will do anything to
anyone to get what it wants at any price for the
high-- the euphoria of ultimate power, as it is
enforced.
I feel the American society's endemic racism is
used as a kind of mood-altering power high for the
morally enfeebled to inflame bias and distract from
its other tactics. The person focusing on racism or
using racist tactics is therefore distracted from the
disempowering measures used to utilize them for
the larger agenda. An additional distraction is to
attempt to neutralize the obvious use of racism by
putting a pawn person of color in apparent power
whose presence masks the tactic and confuses
and deflects criticism: the direct or indirect terrorizing of countries of color to force them to give up
resources, and labor for a small rich elite. The fact
that the air war was started on Martin Luther
King's birthday and the rejected peace negotiations and the ground war occurred around the date
(Feb 21) of the assassination of Malcolm X does
not go unnoticed even if it is relegated to unconscious acknowledgement of the obvious racist
overtones.
Additionally, people of color who dissent are
subject to more virulent selective persecution than
their white counterparts. In the New York Observer of Feb. 18 (John Hess, "Of Pox Americana
and American Military Censorship," p. 12), Hess
points out talk-show host Howard Stern's fueling
racism by "broadcasting jubilantly the news that
our troops have been calling the enemy 'dune
monkeys,' 'camel kisser,' and 'sandniggers.'
According to a commentator on WBAI, traditional black colleges had whole classes emptied
because joining the military (a "poverty draft")
was the only means of getting an education,
therefore resulting in casualties among people of
color striving to improve opportunities already
limited by racism. Communities of color were
accused of being unpatriotic while white women
whose polling statistics were not as high in support of force as white males were not called
unpatriotic. The war was used not only to terrorize
people of color at home but those abroad as well.
This is a familiar cult tactic of minimizing dissent
inside and outside the group and of keeping
"recruits" at home in line by demonizing those who
challenge the party line (witness the recent congressional witch hunt of those who did not support
(Continued on Page 12)
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Good Grad Health
Postponed Once Again
Student Leader News Service
ALBANY-- A report on the feasibility of health insurance for graduate student
employees was distributed and ignored at the April 25 SUNY Board of Trustees
meeting.
The report, prepared by the SUNY Central Division of Student Affairs, examined the
possibilities of both voluntary and mandatory university-wide health insurance policies
for "supported" graduate students, i.e., graduate student employee teaching assistants
(TAs), Research Assistants (RAs), and Graduate Assistants (GAs), based on quotes
from three brokers.
In an introductory memo, Chancellor D. Bruce Johnstone stated, "The current budget
crisis is so bad that we are unable to allocate any funds for this purpose," as per numerous
requests from the graduate students, but also stated it could be considered at an
unspecified time, "when the University has sufficient funds for this purpose."
"We believe the campuses should make" health insurance available to the graduate
students, Johnstone continued. The term "supported graduate students" allows SUNY
Central to act as if the Tas, Ras, and Gas were not employees.

Board of Trustees Passes
Student Governance Principles
Student Leader News Service
ALBANY-- The SUNY Board of Trustees recently passed a set of principles which
would be the first new steps in revising the structure of the Student Assembly. The
principles, originally drawn up by the Trustees' Committee on Student Life with
minimal input from students, were accepted by the Board after student representatives
elected by the Student Assembly were able to add input and suggest changes.
Changes to the principles as they were previously written include the removal of the
vague phrase "proportionate voting representation," in describing the participation of
the Organized Student Groups, such as the People of Color Caucus, the Women's
Caucus, the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Caucus, and the pending Differently-Abled
Students' Caucus.
Student Trustee Judy Krebs pointed out that one of the principles, which set a policy
for the qualifications of Assembly officers being determined by that representatives'
campus, would be unfair to students from schools with stricter requirements. The other
Trustees, anxious to sweep things along, passed all of the principles. An additional
change gives the Assembly, for the first time, the ability to update its bylaws and
procedures.
The principles were drawn up after a series of meetings in January and February with
students across the state held by Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Bill
Murabito, from which selective minutes were taken and distributed.

SASU Membership Conference,
Women's Caucus Meetings Planned
The Student Association of the State University (SASU) is planning its annual
membership conference and the next meeting of the Women's Caucus for late May or
early June. Meeting dates have not been set for the two events, and locations are still
being sought. For more information, contact Mary Kate at SASU at (518) 465-2406.

Don't Forget to Vote.
Ballots for the GSO Elections
Must Be in Campus Mail By May 25!
Stop by the GSO Office for Ballots
Room 206, Central Hall 10am-5pm
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Chapin Residents Association
To Sponsor Art Exhibit, Recital
On Saturday evening, May 11, the Chapin Apartments Residents Association
(CARA) will be sponsoring an art exhibit and classical music recital to cleebrate the end
of the semester and bring campus residents together.
According to Mike Rakarick, president of CARA, the event will be held in the
Commons Building of the new graduate housing complex, located ibehind Kelly Quad,
beginning at 7:30 PM. Local artists and musicians will be exhibiting their work and
performing, Rakarick said, and all residents are invited.
LAST LICKS: All you war-mongering, Bush-loving, bleeding-heart conservatives
who think Bush and Reagan had nothing to do with holding American citizens hostage
in Iran in order to win an election are wrong! Remember Willie Horton? No New Taxes?
Cleaning up Boston Harbor? The Education President? The Environmental President?
The irregular heartbeat ploy? Think about it....

The Making and Selling
Of "Desert Slaughter"(Continued from Page 11)
the use of force).
A brief outline of some of the
traditional cult tactics follows:
1. Information control, i.e., censorship-- dependence on one source
of information.
2. Barrage of new information
after sleep deprivation (bombing
started at night and most people
stayed up all night).
3. Exaggeration of negative aspects of anyone outside of the group"us or them."
4. Harassment and demoralizing
of people who question.
5. Repetition of "buzz words" or
"thought-stopping cliches" to cut
off critical thinking and cover any
"embarrassing contradictions," i.e.,
collateral damage" or "ordnance."
6. Blind unquestioning acceptance
of authority almost to the point of
making that authority "divine."
7. Increased growth of leaders'
and/or organizations' profits.
8. Inability to engage in intelligent discussion without "parroting" what has been heard from one
approved source.
9. Use of fear, guilt, and helplessness to manipulate."
10. Peer pressure to maintain
control of dissent/ "mystical manipulation." "God's on our side."
The casualties of these tactics
are not only the loss of life on both
sides but the loss of truth as well as
trust, and the unilateral limitation of
input needed to formulate intelligent solutions because of purposely
skewed, faulty and unreliable information. "Victory" can be declared
^ over mountains of unacknowledged
' '

dead bodies. Violence then becomes
normalized, the sensibilities numbed
in a flood of flags, yellow ribbons,
and spectacle. (Note: if one visits a
large video game arcade like the
one located on the Long Island
Railroad level of New York's Penn
Station, one can witness individuals playing war games with titles
like "Operation Wolf." The casual
annihilation of the opponent and
the slick, fast-moving visuals help
to market war as a bloodless, clean
family entertainment. Prior to, after
and during the war there has been
a build-up on television, cable, and
non-cable of war movies, old and
recent as well as a stepped-up marketing of war toys filling even supermarket kitchen-item shelves with
plastic uzis, grenades, and tanks.)
This war has sent a chilling message throughout the world. Basically, comply or die as well as
comply and die, a message clearly
delivered by the bombing with fuelair explosives and cluster bombs of
surrendering, fleeing soldiers, conscripts, hostages, and civilians on
the roads leading out of Kuwait.
Like a destructive cult, its members hear nothing, see nothing, say
nothing. Scapegoats are prepared
for sacrifice, resulting in horrendous suffering and loss of life. The
fooled, as in destructive cults, are
manipulated and rendered indifferent or even temporarily "euphoric"
as a consequence of giving up their
right to think, question, dialogue,
and make informed choices.
The author is a professor in the Art
Department.
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